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The work investigates climate variability and change in the Greater Alpine Region
(GAR) (4˚E-19˚E, 43˚N-49˚N, 0-3500m asl) based on the HISTALP database. Such
database consists of monthly quality-controlled, outlier-checked and homogenised
secular records. It encompasses 242 sites and concerns temperature, pressure, pre-
cipitation, sunshine, cloudiness, vapour pressure and relative humidity. The climate
information in HISTALP is not only stored in station-mode, but also available as grid-
ded data and as Coarse Resolution Subregional Mean series (CRSMs). Such CRSMs
have been used in our analyses. They permit a synthetic description of the GAR, con-
densing most of the climatic signal of the 242 sites in a few subregional mean records.

Long-term trends have been estimated over the common period of data availability
for all variables. Moreover, to describe the complex time evolution of the different
variables, the CRSMs have also been subjected to running trend analysis, which pro-
vides an in-depth investigation over different subperiods, allowing to visualise climate
trends on a wide range of time-scales. Besides the comparison of the long-term be-
haviour of the different HISTALP variables, the agreement in their high frequency
variability has been investigated. To do this, the correlation among the different vari-
ables has been analysed. Moreover, the temporal stability of such results has been



investigated by calculating the running correlations within a 30-year window moving
through the common period of data availability of all possible pairs of variables.

The aim of our research is to give a comprehensive picture of secular climate vari-
ability and change in the GAR, by means of the analysis of a wide range of rele-
vant meteorological parameters. The simultaneous analysis of such different variables
is significant for better investigating the atmospheric processes which modulate and
trigger the variability and trends shown by single meteorological parameters and for
understanding the mutual interactions among the different variables. Moreover the
availability of a multi-elemental database allows to verify the consistency between the
behaviour of the different variables, permitting to increase the confidence in the results
of the analyses.

Our presentation will show some preliminary results of the research and will discuss
the problems and the potential of the analysis of wide multi-variable secular datasets
like HISTALP.


